
Introduction
A combined numerical and experimental investigation is 
currently underway in an attempt to characterise the 
near flow field of a horizontal axis tidal turbine. This 
near wake region is highly complex and dependant on 
the following factors:

• Inflow conditions 

(velocity and turbulence)

• Support structure wake

• Rotor wake

The investigation involves the application of 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and particle image 
velocimetry (PIV) to provide validated numerical models 
of the wake of a laboratory scaled turbine.

CFD Modelling
CFD models are under development using ANSYS-CFX 
in an attempt to simulate the near wake of the model 
turbine operating in the same conditions as physical 
tests (opposite).

Development of such models will include systematic 
sensitivity studies on mesh type and density, turbulence 
modelling and advection schemes etc.

PIV Experiments
In addition to numerical modelling, PIV testing is being 
carried out in the QUB flume to measure the flow field of 
a 140mm diameter turbine model. These tests will 
provide high resolution velocity and turbulence 
information for validation of the CFD models mentioned 
previously.

The model has been designed to allow free spinning 
tests and driven (fixed RPM) tests. This allows 
measurements to be taken across a range of tip speed 
ratio.

Scaling
This project is being carried out in conjunction with a 
programme of larger scale wake testing at QUB [1] in a 
synergistic relationship for sharing of numerical and 
experimental data. It is hoped that this will add to the 
understanding of the impact of scale on such turbines. 
Longer term objectives for the research include the 
application of the CFD models to larger scale devices, 
for which high quality validation data may not be 
available.
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